Scotch Beef
Farm of the Year

SIMPLICITY AND
EFFICIENCY BEHIND
DRUMDOW SUCCESS
A return to native genetics and a focus on heifer production has
improved profits at Drumdow, the 2016 Scotch Beef Farm of the Year.

Drumdow – Farm Facts

230

hectares

T

he simplicity and efficiency at the heart of the beef
enterprise run by Robert Parker led to it being nominated
for the prestigious annual award organised by Quality Meat
Scotland (QMS) and Agriscot.

Robert farms the 230 hectares in partnership with his wife Eileen, and
runs 210 Hereford and Aberdeen Angus cross cows with Hereford and
Angus bulls in a criss-crossing system, along with 200 Easycare ewes.
He bought his first Angus cross Hereford (Black Baldie) heifers in 2001
and was originally using a Charolais as a terminal sire. However, a trip
to Argentina, Uruguay and Australia during his Nuffield Scholarship
in 2006 convinced Robert that taking care of the maternal lines and
breeding native heifers were the way forward for his business.
“Some people say that I have turned the clock back by using traditional
native breeds in a two-way cross, but I could never understand why
the industry seemed fixated on continental breeds more suited to
cereal-based diets when South West Scotland is famous for growing
lots of grass,” said Robert.
The advantages of selecting bulls on maternal EBVs are not only to
be seen on the female side. Robert said, “The side effect of improved
maternal genetics is better steers. Fifteen years ago, I was selling
Charolais cross steers which averaged 380kg as yearlings. Now my
Hereford and Angus cross yearling steers average 410kg thanks to
maternal, easy-calving cows in a tight calving pattern. Even though
my calving date is still the same, the calves are now, on average,
30 days older at sale than the previous system.”
Since this system was introduced the weaning percentage at
Drumdow has improved from 82% to 94%. Robert has calculated that
this improvement, along with the tighter calving period, means he
sells more than seven tonnes more weight of steers per 100 cows put
to the bull.
Although this is impressive, Robert insists that the real bonus has
been shifting to a system which focuses on selling breeding females,
which are fed a store diet but sold at finished prices.
This year, all the surplus heifers were sold to average £1,150 at
15 months. The steers averaged £910 per head at the April sale in
Stirling, helping the net margin per cow to £245.
Robert runs the farm with the help of one stockman. In addition to the
livestock enterprises, 14 hectares of spring barley and 46 hectares of
twice-cut silage are grown, so the livestock has to be 'easy-care'. The
cows are wintered outside on 53 hectares of moorland where they are
fed silage on hard standings. They come into fields before calving at
the beginning of April and after calving are turned onto paddocks in
their bulling groups.
A tight calving period is crucial to the success of the system, so the
four Hereford and three Angus bulls are out for just nine weeks. This
results in 95% of the cows and heifers calving in a six-week period,
with less than five per cent requiring assistance.
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Robert said: “Any cow or heifer that causes me too much work will be
culled. A breech calving will be tolerated, but anything with bad feet,
big teats at calving, social issues, or just being a pain, will not get the
chance of the bull. Similarly, anything not in calf will be culled — this
is normally less than five per cent.”
The tight calving allows him to sell the steers in groups of eight to
ten, batched according to colour and breed. The steers have a good
following at Stirling, with many repeat buyers liking them for their
grazing ability and temperament. Most will finish off grass with a
small amount of concentrate and are easily fleshed.
Robert said: “They are mostly bought by farmers, not dealers, which I
find very satisfying and means it’s easy to get feedback. The carcase
weights are more in line with what processors are looking for in
recent years for portion size, and I am sure that a cross of two of the
most renowned eating-quality breeds in the world, finished on a
grass-based system, will taste pretty good too.”

"For me, it is not about pushing the boundaries
in beef production performance and topping the
market every year. It is about balance - maintaining
good average figures and making a profit."
Despite this, the steers are still a by-product of the system at
Drumdow, with the focus on selling breeding heifers. This year
Robert had fewer to sell, as he is expanding his own herd as a result
of buying some more land, but he takes pride in the fact that he is
basically selling a system. Buyers will come back for two or three
years, but once they are up and running with their Black Baldies they
are self-sufficient, so Robert is always looking for new customers.
He finds Facebook a useful tool for selling heifers, and they are all
sold with health and fertility guarantees, as the herd is both BVD
and Johnes accredited.
Robert believes he has got his herd more or less where he wants
it now, meeting production targets on an annual basis, so the way
forward for him is to continue to weed out the bottom five to ten per
cent to increase efficiency and profits over the whole herd.
“For me, it is not about pushing the boundaries in beef production
performance and topping the market every year. It is about balance
– maintaining good average figures and making a profit.”+

Look out for your chance to enter or nominate
in the summer for the QMS / AgriScot
Scotch Beef Farm of the Year 2017.
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